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Every people in the world has music, and music is a strong part of the life of most peoples. In a vast majority of cases, this music is not read from notes, but played or sung "by ear". Such is the music of which this series deals. Some of it, as in the case of many oriental musics, belongs to a highly cultivated, old, and carefully-wrought system, and its tradition is meticulously preserved by precise aural training. In other cases, the tradition is maintained in a more carefree manner; but there is a well-recognized tradition and style in all of it. Whether there is specific training or not, folk singers and players pick up the elements of such tradition and style by ear. In most cases these musicians perform music which is already well-known to their people -- they learn particular songs and dances from their parents as children, or from good older performers in their locality. Old songs are sometimes changed a bit, so that variants often may be found in the case of folk music, less often in tradition cultivated musics of the Oriental peoples. Completely new tunes are seldom born -- a "new" tune will have elements of known older ones in it as a rule; snatches of melody, rhythm, and in some cases chords unconsciously remembered from general musical experience.

There is much more interplay between cultivated music and folk music than is usually realized. Just as "classical" music frequently strengthens itself by drawing on folk sources, folk musicians utilize musical materials heard in surrounding written-down music. Chords have been discovered from hearing European cultivated music and are used in many parts of the world; the scales and modes of the Byzantine culture are used in folk music wherever these scales and modes are preserved in nearby churches, and so forth.

Styles of performance differ widely among different peoples. Ways of singing that please one people may disturb others (the average Chinese has as much trouble understanding our singing as we do his), but there is often much resemblance in actual musical material. One of the oldest known tunes in the world -- "Peach Blossom", from China, -- is fundamentally the same as "Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen", a Negro song; but the styles of singing are so different that this is more noticeable than the tune resemblances.

Subtleties of pitch and rhythm are often impossible to note, so that written-down versions, although they may remind one of the original, do not do more than to suggest the living reality. It is necessary to hear people sing and play their own music to gain its real feeling.

The world's music is a lateral history, for music in every stage of development exists today. There are still primitive tribes whose culture has not gone beyond that of peoples of ten thousand years ago; their music is very like that which must have existed then, as far as this can be reconstructed. There are other tribes, sometimes called primitive, whose culture is extraordinary and diversified. This shows in their music. Tribes of Central Africa, for example, use a great variety of scales and tonal patterns, and their control of simultaneous rhythms is not exceeded by any other people. Many oriental musical cultures are highly complex and sophisticated. Some of them exceed Western practice in certain respects; for example, the ragas of India form the world's most highly organized melodic and scale system, and the same people's talas system is an orderly study of countless rhythmic forms. The

The music of some peoples of the world will sound strange to the Western ear, if only because the Western musician is not used to what he can not read from a note. The music of the Orient will sound even stranger, for the ear is not trained to hear it at all, and the Western musician has not been trained to read it at all. But as the amenities of music and the arts are exchanged between the nations, and the exchange is broadening both east and west, the world's music will assume new phases and new interplay.
1. MADAGASCAR (CHANT MALGACHE): GAY UIA limitation (lounge ANSI). Girl's Chorus, African-type harp accompaniment. Young girls singing (with surprising lack of vibrato) a tune which seems African in style and form, but in parts; a procedure picked up by ear from the French who control the island. The plucked accompaniment is on an African type harp which is held against the body for resonance.

2. IRELAND (MEDLEY OF REELS): DROWSY MAGGIE, SCOTTISH MARY, FLOGGING REEL. Uileann pipes. Dances in Ireland are by tradition played on uileann (shoulder) pipes. The tone is light, the range is great, and there are many ornaments. The style is called a lilting style, and is the basic one for country fiddlers in the U.S.A. as well as in Ireland, for jigs and reels.

3. GEORGIA (CAUCASIAN): Greek Orthodox Church choir. Intense choral music which preserves the "organum" style of medieval Christian music, combined with modes preserved from Byzantine culture. The part-singing, very prevalent in this region, is spontaneous.

4. GREECE: Shepherd clarinet-like pipes, kanun accompaniment. The shepherd who plays on this record made his own clarinet-like pipes so that they could play a chromatic scale, and are flexible in both extremes of range. He makes highly virtuostic variations on a tune which is said to have come into Greece at the time of the Persian wars. The accompaniment is on the kanun, strings played on directly by hammers held in the hands of the performer.

5. JAPAN (GAGAKU): IMPERIAL SHO KOTO CHANT. Male singers accompanied by the koto and sho. Music for traditional dances of the imperial court, intoned in low men's voices in dignified measure, with rhythmical punctuation of the koto, a harp-like instrument, and the ancient sho, a mouth organ with tiny pipes arranged like those of a pipe organ, playing the melody four octaves higher than the singers. The octaves are deliberately played slightly out of tune to give a rubbing, dissonant sound.

6. NIGERIA (YORUBA TRIBE): Choral "singing" conversation with signal drums. Wild singing conversation interspersed with choral strains from a "singing band" is transmitted by drum signals which are not only understood as a language, but which also must fit rhythmically with the music.

7. INDIA: 1. SANAI GATHI (RAGA KAPHI) 2. BOMBAY ORCHESTRA Two examples of highly cultivated forms, with much diversity in rhythms delicately drummed on tabla and baya drums, and ragas (modal scales) drawn from a gamut of twenty-two tones to the octave. The main instrument in the first case is the sanai, a double-reed snake-charmer's pipe, rich in sliding tones and pitch deviations. In the second case the first featured instrument is the esraj, a bowed instrument with many sympathetic strings which vibrate when the larger strings are played; and next the jalatarang, a series of tuned bowls, played with masterly dexterity.

8. FRANCE (PYRENEES): DANCE TUNE. Musette with accordion accompaniment. The musette is the tiny bagpipe of the French, and while one reads of it frequently, it is rather rarely heard outside of the French countryside. It is heard here with accordion accompaniment in a syncopated 3/4 dance tune.

9. RUSSIAN GYPSY: Vocal with harmonica accompaniment. Gypsies are apt to apply their own style to the music of whatever land they may be in, so this song has combined elements of Russian folk music and Gypsy impetuosity. The mode is from the Byzantine, used in the Orthodox Church, picked up by ear in Russian yodels, and relaxed further from there into Gypsy music. The unswerving voice is accompanied by the accordion -- called a harmonica in Russia.
The singers use the first five tones of the minor scale, and accompany themselves on the cantele -- a zither-like instrument which usually rests on a table between the singers, and is plucked.

**VELISURMAAJA**

Aiti: Mita siet tulet, kutas tulet, poikani iiloinen? Poika: Meren rannalta, meren rannalta, aitini kultainen.

Aiti: Mita pelaaksaa tekemasta poikani iiloinen? Poika: Huvostani jouttamasta, aitini kultainen.

Aiti: Mistä on miekkakaa vereen tulut, poikani poloinen? Poika: Pintin veljien kuolaakset, aitini kultainen.

Aiti: Minnekkäs nyt itse joudut poikani poloinen? Poika: Mulle maille vierailhille -- aitini kultainen.

Aiti: Koskaa sietaa kotia tulet -- poikani poloinen? Poika: Konsa korppi valkenevi -- muorini kultainen.


Aiti: Konsa kivi wetten paalaa -- poikani poloinen? Poika: Silloin kun tahdet taitavaa tansail -- muorini kultainen.

Aiti: Konsa tahdet taitavaa tansail -- poikani poloinen? Poika: Silloin kun kaikki tuomiolle tullaan -- muorini kultainen.

Mother: Where have you been happy boy of mine?
Son: I went to the shore -- my dear mother.
Mother: What have you been doing there my happy boy?
Son: My horse was thirsty -- so I gave him water -- dear mother.
Mother: Where did you get those blood stains on your sword my poor son?
Son: I killed my brother -- mother dear --
Mother: What will happen to you now -- my poor son?
Son: I will go far away -- to a foreign land -- dear mother.
Mother: When will you return to your home land?
My poor son.
Son: When the "Black-Bird" turns to white -- my dear mother.
Mother: When will the "Black-Bird" turn white -- my poor son?
Son: When the stones are floating over the water -- my dear mother.
Mother: When will the stones float over the water -- my poor son?
Son: When the stars are dancing in the sky -- my dear mother.
Mother: When will the stars dance in the sky -- my poor son?
Son: When we will all be judged in Heaven -- my dear mother.

19. **UKRAINE**: Women farmers of the Ukraine sing with strong, unwavering voices. The singing parts, usually two but sometimes three, are selected unerringly by the lower voices without benefit of notes, and the strong-pitched brats may hurry or hold back, yet everyone is together without conductor. At first the notes A, B, C, D, E are used and the G below, making it appear an Aeolian Mode. But for the final cadence, one goes on to F♯ (which makes it sound Dorian in form at this moment) and ends in E, on the octave. The C is about 1/2 sharp, so there is a "neutral" third from the A up, giving a somewhat primitive quality.

20. **CANADA**: A man from Gaspian Bay sings in old French style without accompaniment. He sings a song of farewell to his parents in true folk manner. The style is matter-of-fact, in general expressive but not of the particular words being used. The tonic and dominant chords of the major scale are suggested, but there are tiny slides, in the first line from the 3rd to 5th Degrees, in the second line from the 2nd to 4th. The "graces" decorations and mordants, give the manner of singing a universal folk character.

21. **SIOUX**: American Indians sing and drum a great deal, but melodic instruments are rare. Almost universal among most tribes, however, is the practice of young lovers wooing their lady-loves by playing the flute; in fact, such playing amounts to a proposal. The young man must learn the flute especially for this purpose. Such a love song is the one here recorded on a low flute. The four-note scale consists of Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 5 of a major scale, with "graces".

22. **SERBIA**: The vocal rhythm of ecstasy without beats is preserved from medieval times on this expensive tenor color. A bass tamborits (mandolin-like instrument) plucks repeatedly on a ground tone which is also sustained by bass voices. The voices finally move on a counterpoint against the tenor in 12th or 13th century style, using Dorian Mode. Later the minor 3rd is exchanged for a major 3rd, giving the Mixolydian Mode. The style seems Oriental, but is actually an adaptation of Early Christian modes as used in the Serbian Orthodox Church, into a secular love song. A violin plays ornamented modal melody in the interlude.

23. **CHINA**: The Hu-kin is a bowed instrument with two strings. The bow is between them (it never gets lost). When pressed upward, it plays on the upper string, and when pressed down, it engages the lower string, which is tuned a fifth down. The strings are stretched across a tiny resonator covered with snake-skin, which gives a very nasal character. The melody
is also duplicated here on a "butterfly-harp" whose strings are played by tiny split-bamboo hammers held one in each hand. The conventionalized slides are those of Ming Dynasty North Chinese xylophones. The scale is usually five-tone (pentatonic), the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, and 8th degrees of major scale, with the 5th final tone, but a 1/2 sharpened 4th degree and a 1/2 flatted 7th are sometimes used by way of decoration.

24. ITALY: One of the oldest varieties of folk music still found nearly all over South and East Italy is that of the traditional Christmas music. Cut come the old pipes (zampogne) and reed instruments (cornetoli) introducing songs of the Birth of Jesus. There is a distinct manner folkly and direct and very earthy, a manner known to all Italians, but far removed from the operatic imitation singing usually associated with Italian art-songs. The first five notes of the major scale are used by the voice. There is a feeling of harmonic flow from tonic to dominant and back again in the cornetoli which adds the 6th and 7th notes to its melodic interludes for this purpose.

25. IRAK: A rhapsodic love-song, with introduction and interludes played on a violin, used to imitate the rebab, a Persian bowed instrument. The violin, held between the knees like a cello, is made into a thoroughly Oriental instrument, and plays exactly the same part that a rebab would, sometimes on a high strings sometimes on a low one. The singer uses the old Persian art of the glottal trill (notes about 1/2 tone apart with a glottal stop between) and a sort of miraculous and agreeable bleat, in which the same note is sounded rapidly over and over, with glottal interruptions. The old Persian scale defines description in western terms.

26. AUSTRALIA: Australian aborigines ("bushman") are among the least developed of so-called primitive peoples. There is a great deal of music among them, and there are constant ceremonies and rituals. By far the greater number of these consist of rhythmically punctuated chants (coroporreeu songs), and in the present case, are devoted to making friends with animal spirits. Rhythmical ostinati are produced by clapped sticks, and by men hooting through horns. A high male voice sounds a melody which is also sung by a choral group. There are tiny yells and cries; and hisses show that the animal being courted is a snake.

27. CHILE: In the high north Chilean Andes, in a small coal-mining town, there is a fiesta which starts after church with a religious procession. Later the crowd dances in the open; Indian drummers play together fast and furiously, with much syncopation handled about between them. They accompany a fiddler who plays a simple Spanish-style dance melody over and over in accompaniment to a woman who sings the same fragment of tune ad infinitum -- it is E, E, C#, C#, D, D, B, with slides from E to C#, and from D to B, in about the tempo of a samba (Brazil) just across the mountains). This recording is a patch out of the dance in full swing.

28. ALBANIA: A lively dance in southern style with home-made clarinet on top and a rebab (bowed instrument originally from Persia) decorating a ground bass with little slides. A male trio enters; the tenor slides above; there is a bass on the ground tone, and a middle voice, after singing a counterpoint to the tenor, slithers gradually down to the low tone. The scale is nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the natural minor, highly decorated by short sliding loops.

29. WESTERN CONGO: Congo xylophones are famous, and some musicologist believe that this instrument originated there, and has been carried from there to the rest of the world. Portable smaller xylophones may have gourds of proper sizes to resonate each tone; the larger Congo instruments, however, are resonated by holes formed in the width and depth dug in the ground under each tuned stick. This is only practical in dry season, which is therefore xylophone season. The present record is of two of the larger xylophones; they possess a rapid-flowing organization of even rhythm. There is a suggestion of chord succession-triads with the 5th about 1/2 flat. There are rather disorganized chordal sounds, but a very direct soloist, who sings of his mother. The tuning is far from that of European music, but always consistent.

30. JEWISH: Jews have preserved elements of their musical tradition in whatever part of the world they have found themselves. In some cases their traditions have mixed with those surrounding; in many religious singing styles are preserved more purely. The present Kol Nidre, a call to prayer in what is called the Tau-Coptic version, is the best preserved manner thought to have originated in the temples of about the 2nd century of the Christian calendar.

31. KASHMIR: Kashmir is mountainous, wild, isolated. The subtleties of the cultivated music of India have no more influence on it than Bach has on the music of the Sioux. There is a very direct singing in an ancient manner which has taken place in this old locality directly, with a minimum of ideas from adjoining cultures. The present dance starts slowly and gathers rhythmic impetus. Several variations of plucked string instruments are used, and a high reed. The scale tones are G-flat, A-flat, B-flat, E-flat, F, G-flat, with A-flat as tonic.

32. AZERBAIJAN: A rebab (bowed instrument) and a tar (plucked instrument with a long neck and wap-like body) introduce these thoroughly Oriental instruments, and a sort of miracle and agreeable bleat, in which the same note is sounded rapidly over and over, with glottal interruptions. The old Persian scale defines description in western terms.

33. MEXICO: Folk music in Mexico has a strong Spanish base, but is never just like music in Spain. It often possesses elements from Indian and Negro music. Pure Indian music still exists in some places, but is hard to find; for the most part Indians perform music which has incorporated some Spanish elements. It is typical that the folk music should be popularized, and there are only minor distinctions between folk singing in the country and in city cabarets. The present recording is in popular folk style, and is a characteristic duet between two men, who sing a dance tune rhythmically. A virtuoso country-style fiddler shows the influence of the United States; he embellishes the chord tones at times in rapid sixteenth notes, and sometimes strums the strings like a guitar in frenzied rhythm. A guiro (scratched notched gourd) adds an African element. A major scale is used, with the three primary chords (tonic, dominant, subdominant) played by ear in Spanish manner, characterised in the melody by its proceeding up to the leading tone, and returning down without going up to the tonic.

34. ENGLAND: English ballad and folk singing (together with Irish and Scottish) lies in back of most of the folk music of the United States; but much more of it has been found there than is still preserved by folk singers themselves in England. The old tunes are modal rather than in keys, and are traditionally sung without accompaniment, in clipped, rhythmical fashion.

This recording represents such a tradition. The male singer brings out the folk-dialect words in clear, fairly rapid rhythm. The melody is in aeolian mode. The only concession to sophisticated style is a ritard at the phrase-ends, especially at the very end.

35. PERU: Folk music in Peru is dominated by old Indian modes, especially those of the Incas. The high mountain Indians still preserve their music in "primitivism" form; near the coast Spanish style prevails, but with some Indian influence; in between, the mestizos are mixed not only in blood, but are traditionally sung without accompaniment, clipped, rhythmical fashion.

This recording represents such a traditional. The male singer brings out the folk-dialect words in clear, fairly rapid rhythm. The melody is in aeolian mode. The only concession to sophisticated style is a ritard at the phrase-ends, especially at the very end.
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36. (a) and (b) PHILIPPINES: Folk music in most parts of the Philippines is almost entirely Spanish in style, with surprisingly little influence from older primitive music, or from America. The original Philippine music is preserved only in very remote districts.

Only rarely may one find Philippine music as primitive as that of the present recording. On cut (a) there is a male singer with a primitive, barbarous quality in the voice; yet it is quite steady. A pentatonic (five-tone) scale is used, rather than the major (seven-tone) scale; but there is still a small amount of Spanish influence in the melody and the plucked string accompaniment. On cut (b) the music is much more primitive, with many rather indefinite-pitched instruments being played together without much unity or relationship. A steady plucked dance-rhythm in 3/4 (\(\frac{3}{4}\)) holds it together somewhat. There are bowed, plucked and blown instruments, the latter flute-like and oboe-like, all within the range of a fifth, and with the lower half-step the predominant interval.

37. PUERTO RICO: Folk music in Puerto Rico is of Spanish and Negro origin, often of a popular character. Most of it does not have the pronounced characteristic of some neighboring islands; the Afro-Cuban, the Calypso of Trinidad and Jamaica, or the almost pure African of Haiti. Elements from these styles are frequently borrowed, however, and the mixture results in something new. The folk-style is often sharply rhythmical, influenced by the Puerto Rican rapid staccato manner of speech, a Spanish dialect far removed from softer speech of the Mexicans.

The present recording shows a rather unusual folk style which is more primitive than is customary in Puerto Rico. This is a dance song, with drumming that alternates according to whim between 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 meters, using many adroit syncopations and contiguus accents as a regular part of the metric scheme, a practice not found in Western art music. There is a basic tune known to all the singers; but instead of singing the tune as it is, each singer does a solo improvisation. Since several singers do this simultaneously, the result is somewhat heterophonic. The mode is Lydian (the same as major with a sharpened fourth tone), but often the singers are rather vaguely off pitch, never twice alike. Sometimes they improvise together in thirds, in the manner of some Central African peoples.

38. VIET NAM: Folk music in Viet Nam is in the Malayan manner which pervades the Southeast Asian peninsula, but is perhaps more apt to possess Chinese influence than that of the Malayan countries.

This recording is of a virtuoso soloist on the ‘butterfly harp’, an instrument of many tiny strings, played upon by tiny hammers of thin bamboo, one in each hand. It is related to the Hungarian cembalum and the Arabic kanoon, and is probably the ancestor of the modern pianoforte. The music is in the pentatonic (five-tone) scale, as in Canton, and the rhythm is a plain 4/4, mostly in eighth notes, but with syncopation entering toward the end.

39. BULGARIA: In Bulgaria the folk music, as in general in the Balkan countries, is a mixture of Occidental scales and chords with Oriental modes and rhythms, picked up during the several Turkish invasions.

One of the best-equipped instruments to have come to Europe from the East is the bagpipe, and this record is of a typical shepherd pipe. The sound is thinner and more delicate than that of Scottish war pipes. There is one low drone (sustained tone), and the curious Oriental mode then proceeds upward E, A, B-flat, B, C, C-sharp and E. The melody in any given phrase uses either C or C-sharp but not both, and either B or B-flat, but not both. The rhythm is steady, for dancing, but individual tones are of irregular length.

40. DAHOMEY: In this part of Africa a ‘singing band’ is the most important musical body. This consists of a small group of singing men with accompaniment on drums and a piece of metal (glass bottles are sometimes used instead). There is usually a phrase by a solo singer, answered by the rest of the group.

Such a group is heard on this record. The rhythm is brisk and pronounced; the singers are used to establish a dance pulse with the aid of the percussion. The soloist employs the scale (transposable) C, D, E, G, A. The answering phrase uses the scale A, C, D, E.

It may be noted that these are the same scales as are used in the Peruvian Inca scale, and that the use is similar — the first phrase ends on C, the second on A.

41. (a) and (b) BRITISH COLUMBIA INDIANS: Northwestern American Indians also use the scale (transposable) A, C, D, E, G, A, but the phrase endings are not regularised.

These examples consist of two cuts of different aspects of a “bone game”, in which a group clink bones rhythmically together at a rapid pace (about M.M. 208). The rhythm is the primitive one of 4/4, as no beat is stronger than another, although the impression to the outsider is of 4/4. The half-spoken melody in the background uses the above scale. Cut (b) introduces a drum.

42. ARGENTINA: Folk music in Argentina is almost exclusively Spanish in background, with a slight Indian tincture. Most of the country districts in the plains are in close touch with larger cities, so pure country-style music is hard to find. Most folk music has a somewhat popular character.

In this respect, the present recording is typical. It is country-style inasmuch as there is hand-clapping, shoe-stamping and free vocal signs of approval, and there is dance fiddling near the end; but there is also an accordion, which has taken the place of the older Spanish pipes, and ritardatos at the end of cadences which are borrowed from fine-art music.

43. HUNGARIAN GYPSY: The Magyars of Hungary have their own musical styles, scales and modes, a great many of which were made known to the world by Bela Bartok.

Gypsies throughout the world have a very characteristic way of playing, and they apply the principle of country-style in music with which they find themselves surrounded. There are a great many Gypsy dialects in Hungary, and they have developed a music there made up of a combination of their own style of playing with Hungarian (Magyar) melodies.

This record is of a group of Gypsies playing a typical Hungarian style. The soloist plays violin with a dashing, strongly-accented virtuosity, accompanied on the cembalum, a predecessor of the piano on which the performer plays with a hammer held against a plectrum. The music is in minor, and tonic, dominant, sub-dominant and submediant chords have been picked up by ear from Western European music.

44. TRINIDAD: Trinidad possesses several authentic folk styles, but one which is among the best known is the popular “Calypso” style, said to have been brought from Martinique when Trinidad was still French-speaking. It is now usually sung in English, with some French, Spanish and African words which are deftly introduced with startling frank descriptions of love affairs or current events.

This record is of an older and less exploited style of Calypso-singing accompanied with little drums and metallic percussion. A major scale is used, but with a phrase ending on the second and sixth notes of the scale (an open 5th), which suggests African influence. It is noteworthy, however, that the Caribbean style, very popular in West African ports, is imported there from Trinidad and is not thought of as an African style.

45. (a) and (b) ZULULAND: The Zulu have a repetitive style in which there may be found elements from Central and South Africa as well as those of Western African Arabs, although the latter influence is not very strong.

Cut (a) of this record shows breathy-toned flutes and what appears to be a body harp beaten with finger nails. The body harp is like the bow of a bow and arrow, turned away from the player, with one from three strings. The middle of the bow is attached to a half-Calabash which is pressed against the breast of the player, thus resonating the tone. The music consists of constant repetition of two three-note phrases (Transposable) C, E, G.

Cut (b) presents a Jew’s harp into which the player sings while playing. The first phrase uses only two tones (transposable) and D, the second phrase goes up to E-flat once.

The rhythm employs irregular quarter and eighth notes in 9/8 followed by 7/8 meter.

46. YUGOSLAVIA: In Serbia and Macedonia there is preserved, apparently without interruption since the time of Homer, the tradition of blind musicians who sing long epic songs of the great deeds of old heroes,
accompanying themselves on the gusla, a bowed string instrument dedicated to the glory of the warrior’s horse. Not only is the bow of horse-hair, but also the single string which is being played upon consists of strands of horse-hair twisted together.

The musical style and scale is totally different from that of the surrounding folk music, and is obviously older and more primitive, although very exact. All gusla epic chanters use the same scale and style. The scale (transposable) has C as a keynote; it includes a lower tone between B and B flat, and goes up to a not-exact D flat and D, with the possibility of E flat near the end of stanzas. The verse is always in lines of five feet, and the tiny-range melody is repeated over and over. The shortest complete story we have ever found is eighteen minutes long, and many last well over an hour.

The gusla on this record is typical. He made his own instrument, carving the neck in the shape of a horse’s head. He is careful in the selection of hair for the strings. The horse’s tail must not be black (“too brittle”) or white (“doesn’t have a singing tone”). If the horse is too old, the hair will break; if too young, the hair will be too slight. He believes himself to be a member of an unbroken line of epic singers since Homer and before, and historians have found much to support his contention. The story on this record, of course, is incomplete.

47. BRAZIL: Music in Brazil is varied. Besides its several schools of fine-art composers, it possesses some of the world’s most primitive music among the upper Amazon Indians. Along the coast there is some almost pure African music; and in the cities, music very like that of Portugal. The most typical music, however, is a popular style which contains well-blended elements from all three of the above sources.

This recording presents such a style. Two men sing a samba in fantastically rapid staccato patter, greatly praised in Brazil, accompanied with maracas (rattles), gaito (scraped notched gourd), and a guitar which breaks into rapid melody at some phrase-ends.

48. THAILAND: In the classical music-drama of Thailand there are clear-cut sections; a solo singer with little or no accompaniment, a choral portion, and an orchestral interlude which sometimes overlaps the singing for a short time. With this interlude there is sometimes a dance. The scale is seven-tone, and sounds to Westerners like a major scale; actually, however, the tones are almost exactly the same distance apart, instead of being a succession of planned whole and half steps, as in the major scale.

This record gives a portion of a classic music-drama. The man’s voice is steady, in Malayian manner, and without vibrato except in well-controlled blentrolled trills and glottal yodels, produced according to a much-studied vocal arc. The orchestra contains a renet (cradle-shaped xylophone), a few bowed strings, and low bowed instrument in trills and slides, and metallic percussion in steady 2/4, alternately open and damp, against the friskier sixteenth notes of the renet.

49. TURKEY: Turkey has been for many centuries a great cross-road of the Near-Eastern world. At the height of Byzantine culture its vocal studies included singing styles from all the surrounding peoples, and it was the repository of Ancient Greek musical culture — the same culture which developed into our present Western fine-art music.

This record presents a cultivated tenor with typical open tone, who employs many varieties of controlled slow and fast slides and trills as sung in many nearby countries. There is a rehet (Persian-style bowed string instrument) which plays interludes, and a kanun (hammered string instrument) on which it is not too surprising to find Western major chords that have been picked up by ear.

50. EGYPT: Music in Egypt is primarily Arabic in style, with some influence from Europe (particularly Greece) and some from the Sudan. There seems to be little or nothing left of the great musical culture of ancient Egypt. As in the case of Turkey, it has been for thousands of years a cross-road for peoples of the Near-East, Africans and South Europeans, and the music includes many diverse elements. These elements, however, have been somewhat integrated for long enough so that there is a distinctive North African popular folk style of which Egypt is the seat.

This record shows a singer in this style, somewhat more primitive than some of the more popularized city singers, in a rapid dance song of a manner also found in Tunisia and Algeria. There are rapid trills which are particularly sharp and clear, and mordants ending on a steady tone. The mode is mixolydian. There is a nose-flute both accompanying and in the interludes—blown through a nostril instead of the mouth.

51. ITURI PYGMIES, BELGIAN CONGO. The Pygmies of Belgian Congo are especially musical. Nearly every member of every group sings, and many play self-made instruments. There is in the music of the present record, little or no influence from outside of Africa. Several features, however, relate it to other Central and Western African music. There is a solo voice which leads, and uses a higher group of tones. This is answered, sometime canonically, by a choral group of voices in unison, using a lower group of tones. The singing is rhythmic, and there is a drum; but the rhythm is simpler than many African rhythms. It is not European in meter, however; there is much meter of 3/4 with the first two beats accented, etc.

The scale of tones is pentatonic (if one combines lower and upper voices) with the remaining tones of the major scale coming in by exception. The upper voice sings D, E, G, with sometimes C leading up to D, and sometimes F instead of E. The lower scale fragment goes from A up to C and D, with low G sometimes leading up to A, and sometimes B instead of C. Pygmies know the overtone series through their flutes, and the singing is clear, fairly well on pitch, and melodious.

Recorded by Colin Turnbull in the Ituri Forest.

52. BORNEO: Influenced by the classical orchestral music of Java, the people of Borneo have constructed their own more primitive gamelan, or tuned percussion orchestra. The group resembles Javanese gamelans of past years, which have all but disappeared in Java itself. It consists of only a few tuned percussion instruments, mostly of bell metal of different alloys. The present record uses three reiterated medium low gongs on the figure (4/4 quarter notes) D, up to G, down to C, up to G. For punctuation there is sometimes a low gong, sometimes high metallic sounds. The movement is rhythmic, not melodic; and the rhythmic figure, in more primitive form, is the same as that of hypnotic music on older Javanese gamelans.

Recorded by John L. Landgraf.

53. SWITZERLAND: YODELLING TUNE: Swiss folk music is famous for embracing the yodel, which is a way of singing from the "natural" voice to the falsetto (a vocal overtone) and back again. Such singing rings beautifully from one mountainside to another, and is known to many mountain peoples throughout the world, though the Swiss are the best known for it. In this record a woman sings without accompaniment, as is the custom in yodelling, pours forth a fetching melody in free rhythm, especially adapted to yodel, which is at its best when the voice is expanded to a sixth or an octave. When these intervals occur in the tune the singer can move back and forth easily and musically from one type of voice to the other.

Recorded by Ernest Wolff.

54. YAGUÍ INDIANS OF MEXICO: Some hundreds of years ago, Spaniards introduced to many Indians throughout Latin America a small harp-like instrument, not unlike an Irish harp of today. Such a harp, made by the players and in more primitive form, is used by the Yaguis of Mexico. In many other respects also, the music of the Yaguis has retained some original Indian aspects while adopting some Spanish factors; but this hybrid has become integrated through having been picked up by ear over a period of several hundred years.

In the present record the notes of the major scale are all used, but there is emphasis on those tones which were a part of the original Indian scale, and on primitive reinterpretation. A main idea, repeated over and over, (4/4 in quarter notes) is C, C, D, D, up to G, G, G. A key change to minor is suggested when the figure changes to C, C, E, E, up to A, A, A. Bass notes and chords are used to
suggest tonic and dominant harmonies, as in some Spanish music. Several sorts of Indian rattles enliven the rhythm.

Recorded in Sonora, Mexico, by Sam Charters.

55. U.S.S.R.--FOLK SONGS: In many parts of the world, folk singers who originally sing naturally and simply gradually and sometimes unconsciously adapt their style to a radio or night club audience, so that they make a great effort to "project" their voice, personality and song. This happens in the case of our own "hillbilly" music, it happens in French and German cabarets, and it happens in Moscow.

The woman who sings the typical Russian folk song in this record does so, and the result is something widely heard on the air in Russia. First, the music is dictated, then the city version, through record and radio, is picked up be ear by country singers. The tone quality of the singing, the type of freedom taken with the rhythm, and the sort of coquettishness is very Russian, as is the by ear accompaniment on an accordion, with its improvised passages between verses. This type of accordion, though not made by the players themselves, is widely purchased throughout Russia by folk musicians.

The melody is largely in major scale, but with a frequent use of the flattened seventh degree of the scale, so there is a suggestion of the mixolydian mode.

Recorded by Moscow Radio.

56. ESTONIA: In Estonia, as in such neighboring lands as Russia and Finland, men like to get together and sing by ear. Each man sings his own part in the chord with great firmness. There is often a member of the group who sings solo in the verse, and the others join harmonically in the chorus. Typical of Estonia is the double-reed home-made instrument, like an oboe only thinner in tone, which is used in the introduction and between verses in an unaccompanied solo. The choral chords are simple, but somewhat early-seventeenth-century in style as opposed to the primitive quality of the reed.

Recorded by Moscow Radio.

57. RUMANIA: VILLAGE ORCHESTRA: A typical village orchestra, playing together by ear. Strings (bowed) give an ostinato rhythm similar to that of the rumba (3/8 in quarter, eighth, quarter eighth and quarter) on the chord CEG, which is in the position of a tonic chord except that there is no contrasting dominant. The only variation is that the C in the chord, obviously the keynote, sometimes goes down to B flat on the first beat, thus establishing a mixolydian modal form. On top of this, there are solo melodies in which a violin and clarinet alternate; sometimes, more rarely, they improvise polyphony together. While the chord is Western, the rhythm and style of playing shows much Oriental influence. This record is an example of the coming together of Oriental and Occidental musical practices.

Recorded by Michel Cartier.

58. CEYLON: In Ceylon there are peoples who live under very primitive circumstances, and in this record a man sings in his primitive style, accompanied by drums and rattles. This is a case, however, in which primitive people have picked up by ear some elements of a more highly cultured system, this time of India. The style of singing shows that the singer has heard the cultivated tone-quality and ways of going from one tone to another of trained Indian singers, and the drummer has picked up some of the drumming virtuously, again obviously by imitation rather than training.

Recorded by K. C. Bartholomewcz.

59. AUSTRIA: CHORUS: In Austria in mountains or valleys, groups of villagers often gather together to play and sing. The men often play an improvised wind band, giving crude but enthusiastic chords and rhythms, sometimes giving a whole section by themselves, some times with the rest of the village joining in on the chorus. The chord are tonic and dominant, but simple key-changes may take place, and the present record, which is in the rhythm of a lundert (Austrian dance), shows a change of key to the subdominant between the instrumental and vocal parts, a departure from the school-book dominant key change.

From the collection of The Austrian Information Source.

60. SAMOA: It is repeatedly said that when explorers first went to many of the South Sea islands, they discovered the inhabitants singing together in simple harmonic intervals, such as thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths and octaves. In some places this may still be preserved, but as is the case in Samoa, this native part-singing combined with the sort of chords taught by missionaries in hymn-singing. The song in the present record is an old one about a volcano, in which a style of clear and lovely part-singing contains both elements. It is noteworthy that the hymn-book like chords are adapted by ear (even though they sometimes remind us of student rules of harmony) and are exceptionally musical. It is also noteworthy that frequently in the melody the seventh degree of the scale is left out, and a sixth degree sung instead, in the style of original South Seas music.

Recorded by George Uhe, Jr.

61. BRETAGNE: This typical Breton folk melody is in major mode, with cadence which probably date it after the sixteenth century; but, sung without accompaniment, it proved to be a tune which is better without chords. The melodic contours would be lost if harmony were to be added. The singing is in folk style.

Recorded in Canada by Sam Gesser.

62. PORTUGAL: CHRISTMAS SONG: In Portugal, as in Italy and Spain, Christmas music is apt to come from an old level, and be less changed than some other folk forms.

In this record a solo singer leads forth boldly, followed by a chorus in unison. Later on, the chorus sings the melody and a third above it for a whole passage, a device introduced into music of several Latin countries in the middle ages, before the development of chords and chord changes. The melody is also medieval in quality and cadence. A high and somewhat out-of-tune whistle is sometimes heard above the group, which is informal and spontaneous. Although it uses a few notes of the major scale, and can be harmonized, it is obviously meant to have meaning without chords.

Recorded by Laura Bolton.

63. VENEZUELA: DANCE: A lively folk dance. The orchestra of basses moving scale-wise, the tonic and dominant chords on both mandolin and guitar and the rhythmic harmonic singing of the mixed chorus is plainly improvised by non-note-reading folk, but equally plainly the members of the group have picked up by ear some enticing procedures from more sophisticated popular dance bands. The tune is easy to follow, and through much repetition is retained in the memory. The music is meant for dancing, not just to be heard. The scale is mostly major, but with a flattened seventh sometimes thrown in, and the running bass is of the type introduced from Africa and played on the large plucked-metal instrument called a marimba, best known in Afro-Cuban bands.

From the collection of L. P. Ramon y Rivas.

64. ARMENIA: DANCE: This is a dance tune with tar (plucked string instrument) and small drum introducing the unison melody, later taken up by a woman, then by a man an octave lower, then by both an octave apart.

There are no chords; the melody is in unison in the Dorian mode, which is very popular in Armenia, and the rhythm is also unison, mostly
a simply reiteration of a four-measure phrase in 3/8 meter. The singing possesses a secure tone-quality characteristic of several countries along the south Soviet border; but although it is an enhancement of folk quality and singing, it is taught and rehearsed, so that singers lose some of the entirely natural naive ways of going from note to note. This style has replaced real country singing in much the same way that "hillbilly" singing has here. In any case, it has become the manner of many of the Armenian people.

Moscow Radio Recording.

65. SWEDEN: WALKING TUNE: In Norway and the west part of Sweden a special sort of violin known as a Hardinger fiddle is made and played, and has become a popular old folk instrument. It is played for dances by the same sort of musicians who might fiddle for square dances here, but unlike fiddlers, the Hardinger fiddlers like to play together in groups, usually in unison, but with a suggestion of chords sometimes brought forth. The players sometimes play to be heard just for the music, and this is what is done in the present record. In the background is the accompaniment of a cantele (a little like a zither) giving a chord background. The tune is in major, and is said to derive from a walking tune originally played on pipes. Certain it is that sometimes Hardinger fiddle players walk or march while playing their instruments, much as bagpipers do. The improvised chords include the tonic, super-tonic and dominant.

Recorded in western Sweden by Radiojanst.

66. JAVA: This record is in excellent old traditional Javanese style. Many years of study are required to produce such a smooth and well-decorated vocal manner as that of the opening country singing in much the same way that an enhancement of folk quality and singing, it is along the south deed. Later, when a woman soloist comes in, dances here, but unlike fiddlers, the Hardinger and the years old. The ground tones of the melody are violin known as a Hardinger fiddle is made and built on decorated unisons. The scale is the one by counterpoint in quarter or eighth notes which become the manner of many of the Armenian sort of musicians who might fiddle for square dances here, but unlike fiddlers, the Hardinger fiddlers like to play together in groups, usually in unison, but with a suggestion of chords sometimes brought forth. The players sometimes play to be heard just for the music, and this is what is done in the present record. In the background is the accompaniment of a cantele (a little like a zither) giving a chord background. The tune is in major, and is said to derive from a walking tune originally played on pipes. Certain it is that sometimes Hardinger fiddle players walk or march while playing their instruments, much as bagpipers do. The improvised chords include the tonic, super-tonic and dominant.

Recorded in western Sweden by Radiojanst.

67. KOREA: CLASSICAL MUSIC: In dignified old classical Korean music, represented by this record, a man singer would often read serious old classical words of religious or philosophical import. This reading is in the form of a musical chant, and is accompanied in unison by typical Korean bowed and plucked string instruments. The bowed instrument is made to sound like a human voice, with all the proper inflections, so that it is easy to be fooled on a record into thinking that one is actually hearing voices. The genuine voice, however, is easy to distinguish, as it says words, and also wabbles in a wide, slow tremolo which is one of the hard-to-acquire parts of the art of old singing. The scale is G, C, D flat partly flat, E flat, and the upper G. As one sees, only four different tones altogether, with the D flat enough to sound very odd to Western ears. It is noteworthy that the folk music of modern Korea, which is more recent in style than the classical music, uses the scale of G, A, C, D, E, and upper G. The A is added to the old scale, making a typical Oriental pentatonic; and the D, while still sometimes a bit flatter than in Western music, is higher than the ancient one.

From the collection of Harold Courlander.

68. KURDISTAN: In Kurdistan nomads often amuse themselves by playing the zorna, a type of oboe or double-reed instrument of extreme intensity, together with drumming. Both instruments are apt to be made by the players. The zorna is constructed so that it is easy to produce sliding pitches, or a great variety of slightly different tones in the scale; so although the tones of a traditional melody go up or down at the proper moment, they do not always go exactly the same distance in pitch. This would be thought of as out of tune in the West, but here players pride themselves in finding a new set of pitches for each repeat of the melody, without destroying its recognizability. The drumming is in a simple dance-rhythm: 2/4, two sixteenths, then the bar line, then an eighth and two more sixteenths and an eighth note.

Recorded by Ivan Polunin.

69. U.S.A. -- BLUES: "Blues", or songs dealing with feeling in a sorrowful mood, have become commercialized and popularized; but sung spontaneously as non-note-reading Snooks Eaglin sings "This Mean Old World" in Louisiana in the present record, blues can be pure folk singing. The rather primitive vocal tone, and style of cadence endings caught on and were picked up by ear. The improvised chords on the guitar or banjo change key in ways that have later become stereotyped in popular commercials, but not by the original singers. The original melody was always the same, with variations and key changes. There are only four different tones in it (going down, C, B flat, G, E, and low C) which, without the key changes would place it among the more primitive tonal forms. There is also another variation: two of the tones are "blues" tones, subject to being scooped from below upward. The B flat can be scooped to B, and one may scoop in a gizzando from E flat up to E. In the primitive form of the tune, the two tones were B half flat, and E half flat; but these tones, not being in the Western musical system are impractical to harmonize. The little scoop goes through these tones from below to above. This has become a feature of blues singing, and has even led some good popular piano improvisers to play the B and B flat, and the E and E flat both together in the chord, since the piano can't scoop; and even though these tones make a theoretical discord, they delight popular piano fans.

Recorded by Harry Oster in Louisiana.
JAMAICA - Quadrille
(Gordon Town Band)
Recorded by Louise Bennett

Calypso-style music is best known from Trinidad, and with amusing words, but it exists in different forms in other near-by islands. This record is a Jamaican instrumental record with Calypso-style tune, rhythm and chords (improvised) in popular manner, for dancing. A low saxophone has a main part, but there are also home-made fifes, drums, marimbula (low plucked metal thorns sounding like a string bass) and high plucked strings which may also be self-made. It is the sort of night-clubbish group in which the players don't read notes.

ASTURIA - Folk Dance
Recorded in Letianes by Dr. C. J. Adkins

A fast 3/8 dance with drum and bagpipes (nsita) or a rather shrill tone, in a major scale with seventh degree below, and the seventh and third degrees a little flatter than our normal tuning.

SOUTHWEST AFRICA
Female Chorus and Drum
(Recorded by Laura Boulton)

In a fast 3/8 rhythm with drums, a small group of high voices sing in harmonic thirds (each slightly less than a major third). Three of these descend, in a manner often noted among Central African natives, and containing the germs of harmony. There is sometimes a high solo voice, answered by the group. It is believed that this sort of singing in intervals is spontaneous, and not an attempt to imitate Europeans.

HONDURAS - Instrumental Dance
Recorded by Doris Stone and Peter K. Smith

An instrumental dance with plucked bass and mandolin. The improvised chords and the major tune are in folkly Spanish manner, but the rhythm is ever-changing. Just when one thinks it is in simple 3/4, there will be a measure of 2/4 interjected; then there will be 2/4 in the treble and 3/4 in the bass (all beats equal), then syncopations in both twos and threes across each other. A primary and easy-to-hear example of changing and cross-rhythms.

BÉLGIO RUSSIA - Folk Song
Recorded by Moscow Radio

A woman's solo voice, with a typical Slavic tone-quality. The scale is major, but in this unaccompanied song the familiar chords are not suggested by the tune, which is therefore more in the old Ionian mode in style - a mode used in the Orthodox Church, and often adopted by ear in secular folk music.

ALGERIA - ADJOURDI HADDI QUARBA
Song from South Oran
(Stung by Chikhi Hamada - KL216)

In a rather primitive but highly assured manner, a baritone sings a rhythmical tune which is mostly on two tones (D and E) but in which there is sometimes a low C as an adjacent tone to the D, and sometimes a high cry about a fifth above, which is not a part of the tune, but rather an ejaculation. There are two small drums, and a pipe with many trills and ornaments.

ZULU - SÌ ZINONI (Evening Birds)
Edwin Mdise and Group
(NIC5 - Bantu BB901)

A chorus of men and boys sing rhythmically together in a rather fast 2/4 meter. There is improvised three-part counterpoint, usually in two parts and a drone, which however moves into melody while another voice holds. The lower part is in major; the upper part is often in the tonic minor, although it is not entirely clear whether the boys sing the minor third on top because they can't quite reach the major third! The ending sound is rather sophisticated, and one suspects a slight Western influence, although the group is obviously of non-note-reading Africans. No such counterpoints was ever studied from notes!

CAJUN (LOUISIANA)
Rue Canal

A good tenor with a real folk quality sings a tune mostly based on tones 1, 2, 5 and 6 of the major scale. The words are all but un-understandable. Even to a good French-speaker. The tune is in several similar verses. The accompaniment in with accordion and a violin, the latter played in folk style, with sliding tones from one melody tone to the next nearly always. The accordion improvises chords on the tonic as a ground bass, with tonic and subdominant chords above, never the dominant. In one spot only, the seventh of the scale, lowered, is used.

HAWAII - KANIHA (Hala Olopa)
Mrs. Anna Kahalalohe Hall
(from the collection of Mrs. Hall)

Real Kanaka music, now rarely heard in the Island which have adopted the steel guitar, and chords from the outside. There are high and low drums in a 4/4 with accent only on the first beat (not on the third beat).
Several solo voices, one after the other, sing in the old partly-chanted style, mostly on tonic and low sixth degree.

72. HAITI - VACCINES
   Bamboo Trumpets and Sticks
   Rec. in Haiti by Harold Courlander
   (From Folkways FEHIO - Drums of Haiti)
   Fairly simple continuous drumming, with light high clave (beaten hard-wood sticks) and a man's voice singing African-type melody in the distant background. One gathers that this sort of singing would not be recorded if the singer knew he were being recorded.

80. ETHIOPIA - I BEG YOU, HEART
   Male voice with Begerun
   Rec. in Ethiopia by Harold Courlander
   (From Folkways FEHIO - Folk Music of Ethiopia)
   A man's solo voice on a scale of C (tonic) with low A and higher F. G flat and D flat are used as added tones. A buzzy bass plucked string accompanies on the main tones only (not the flattened ones).
   "I beg you heart,
   Get accustomed to it.
   I have no family.
   I beg you heart,
   I have no family.
   So be you my family.
   I beg you, heart,
   I have no refuge.
   So be you my cavern to live in."

81. MALAYA - SONG
   (Temiar Drum Music)
   Recorded under the direction of H. D. Noon and E. D. Robertson

Music in Malaya is extremely varied, as the country has been a cross-roads for many cultures. The main near-by city, Singapore, includes many Chinese who practice their music with little change, and the sprinkling of Chinese throughout Malaya do the same. There has been much mixture and influence from the powerful Indonesian musical culture, and there are many who have settled from Sumatra and Java. The original native music includes some of the world's most primitive, with scales of two half-spoken tones, clapped sticks and body-beating for rhythm.

The present record was made by a rather primitive group, but by no means a very primitive one. There are two well-made drums of high and low pitches, the low on the accented beat, the high drum on the second beat of a constant 2/4 meter. A group of voices, singing in a fairly good unison together, use a scale based on D,A, and G, but with B and F sometimes used as passing and auxiliary tones, suggesting a dorian mode without the second or seventh degrees.

82. BURMA - CLASSIC MUSIC
   Aw Ba Thaung (Excerpt from Comic Opera)
   (#2 CRE 616)
   from the collection of Henry Cowell

Burmese music has one of the very fine classical traditions of the cultivated East, and is unmistakably different from that of any other music. The music is somewhat more allied to Thai than India, as there is much tuned percussion - both metallic small gongs, and xylophones. The orchestra includes little flutes and bowedstrings-high.

This record is devoted to an excerpt from a comic opera, of the sort for which Burma is famous. This sort of music-drama is of a type about 200 years old, and the words and situations are said to be uproariously funny. A tenor sings irregular phrases, with an orchestral interlude. It is rhythmical, rather fast, and gay. The scale, with alternate tonics of F and D (ending finally on F), suggests dorian or lydian modes. The rhythm is of an irregularity which is slightly different in each phrase - much more diversified than the steady flow of similar notes in Thai music.

83. SYRIA - KHELET EYOUNEK (Folk Song)
   Sung by Youssef Tazek (72-K)
   from the collection of Henry Cowell

An exquisitely cultivated tenor of old Syrian tradition sings a highly ornamented melody. Long sustained tones change from no vibrato through the faintest of shakes to glottal trills, sometimes embracing a minor third. The tetracord A,B,C,D is used going up, with B flat going down, and sometimes a low G adjacent to the A. An accompanying group includes oud (lute), bowed strings, and kanun, a tiny box of tuned strings Hungarian cymbalum, and of the piano.

84. AFRIKAANS - DIS TE VER OM TE KY
   sung by Pieter Rousseau with Die Koffiehuis Kerels (AERI 31)
   from the collection of Moses Asch

Music of Europeans in South Africa, of Dutch ancestry. This is folk music with a night-club touch. A tenor sings with accordion which improvises ordinary major chords to a typical European-style tune. There is no native influence. It ends with that meltingly beautiful tune, known to us all, sung to "Shave and a hair-cut, bay rum."

85. POLAND - KOCHMAO
   Kochmao Glebocna Koszica-Prawyldzce
   Chlopec, Do Nas. (Munya Goralska)
   (12009a - W115)
   from the collection of Moses Asch

A high, typically Slavic women's voices in two improvised parts, singing thirds, fifths, octaves and unisons. The melody is lively and rhythmical, and is primarily in major mode, but sometimes there is a raised fourth degree, or a lowered seventh, so the two most common modal changes here occur is the same melody. A little orchestra plays along, in improvised ordinary chords, made to fit the unusual modal tones. A string bass gets off on the wrong key to fit the unusual modal tones. A string bass gets off on the wrong key at first, with his 1,2,3,5,1 of the scale, but corrects himself in the second verse.

86. BOLIVIA - EL CHOLITO (Ballecito)
   por el Conjunto "31 de Octubre"
   (Tapiz 2118)
   recorded in Bolivia

A popular dance in which Indian (pre-Columbian) four and five-tone scales join with Spanish-type
tunes in mixolydian mode (like major with flatted seventh tone). Two Indian quenas (flutes) lead, with the improvised chords on plucked strings. The music changes from major to minor (with sharped seventh) and back. The rhythm is a fast 3/4.

87. MOROCCO - SEAIBI FEL-MOUT (Part II) Cheikh M'Hamed El-Anka (16-375)

from the collection of John Cohen

The south Mediterranean countries have a music especially their own, made from an admixture of Arabic and African influences. There is an individual style of singing, well-displayed by the baritone in this record (he is sometimes joined by another singing enthusiast). There is notes in 2/4, with some variations. The scale, roughly, consists of e, f, G#, A, B, D3, upper E, and either C or C#. A typical North African row.

88. LEBANON - "IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER....." Recorded in the Coptic Cathedral of St. Mark in Cairo, Egypt, by Prof. A. S. Atiya (Folkways Record FR8960 - Coptic Music)

An unaccompanied men's chorus in very old style chanting song on the tetrachord E, F#, G, and A.

89. NFTAL (Folk Song)

Recorded by Dr. J. D. Robb

Men's singing group in a dance with two pipes and drums which repeat a figure in 3/8, with high and low pitches. The scale consists for the most part of three tones. G, A, and B but sometimes there the fifth or sixth above, and more rarely still a C#.

90. FIJI

a. Wooden Slit Gong

b. Vakamboho (Hand Dance)

Rec. in Fiji by Ivan Polunin

First, a single drum beat which becomes faster and faster until it breaks into rhythm. This is followed by a mixed chorus in intervals (improvised) characteristic of all the South Seas islands. The women usually sing the fifth or sixth degrees of the scale, while the men sing a low five or one, sometime the second degree. The vocal quality seems Western, but we have been assured many times that this is the natural singing style of the whole region.

91. SCOTLAND

HEREJAN BECKO HELIORA Ella Ward & Chorus Rec. in Scotland by Jean Ritchie and George Pickow

Typical rhythmic singing in Gaelic, usually in 4/4 meter, but with sometimes an eighth note added or subtracted (very deliberately) in the woman's solo. When, in the chorus, she sings with a man in octaves, there is no such irregularity. The scale is the well-known Scottish pentatonic (five-tone) of numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 of the major scale, with 1 as the tonic. The unaccompanied voices supply a lilting, steady rhythm.
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FE4410 MUSIC OF NORTHERN & SOUTHERN SEABOARD. Compiled from Indiana University archives of folk & primitive music.

FE4425 MUSIC OF PALESTINE. Palestinian, Sind, Bengali, N.W. Frontier, etc.


FE4408 ARABIC & DANCE MUSIC. "Iid & Bedouin music & love songs, including notes on Interludes & Rhythmic schemes by Halim El-Dabh.

FE4463 MUSIC OF THAILAND. Folk & classical music & instruments. Recorded & notes by Howard Kaufman.

FE4410 MUSIC OF THAILAND. Folk & classical music & instruments. Recorded & notes by Howard Kaufman.


FE4532 MUSIC OF VIETNAM. Tribal, peasant, & court music. Notes by Pham Duy.

2 - 12" LP's

FE4537 MUSIC OF INDONESIA. Includes 4537AB & 4537CD.

FE4534 TRADITIONAL FOLK SONGS OF JAPAN. Classical & folk. Includes 4534AB & 4534CD.

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND & PACIFIC ISLANDS

1 - 12" LP

FE4429 FOLK MUSIC OF AUSTRALIA. Work, sea, children's, love, & dance songs. Compiled by Edward Norbeck.


FE4536 TRADITIONAL FOLK DANCES OF JAPAN. Compiled by Mary Evans.

FE4440 JAPANESE BUDDHIST RITUAL. Tenpai, Shinto ceremonies. Notes by Douglas Haring.

FE4448 FOLK MUSIC OF THE AMAMI ISLANDS. Ryukyu, Japan. Notes by Douglas Haring.

FE4425 KOREA. Vocal & instrumental music. Edited & notes by Paul Ochojski.

FE4424 FOLK & CLASSICAL MUSIC OF KOREA. Ballads, folk music, etc.

FE4410 MUSIC OF NORTHERN & SOUTHERN SEABOARD. Compiled from Indiana University archives of folk & primitive music.

FE4425 MUSIC OF PALESTINE. Palestinian, Sind, Bengali, N.W. Frontier, etc.


FE4408 ARABIC & DANCE MUSIC. "Iid & Bedouin music & love songs, including notes on Interludes & Rhythmic schemes by Halim El-Dabh.

FE4463 MUSIC OF THAILAND. Folk & classical music & instruments. Recorded & notes by Howard Kaufman.

FE4410 MUSIC OF THAILAND. Folk & classical music & instruments. Recorded & notes by Howard Kaufman.


FE4532 MUSIC OF VIETNAM. Tribal, peasant, & court music. Notes by Pham Duy.

2 - 12" LP's

FE4537 MUSIC OF INDONESIA. Includes 4537AB & 4537CD.

FE4534 TRADITIONAL FOLK SONGS OF JAPAN. Classical & folk. Includes 4534AB & 4534CD.